


Since 2007, we are your competent partner for Bavarian-sympathetic events with teambuilding character.
On water, on land or in the mountains - individually tailored to your wishes. 

You and your employees can take time out from everyday stress and find each other again during a joint 
together and recharge your batteries. 

Whether seminars, conferences, incentives, teambuilding or your company celebrations - we create 
your individual, special experience. From personal consultation, 

professional organization and planning to on-site implementation - everything from a single source.
For your outdoor event as well as for individual seminar concepts or your perfect evening event - 

we are your competent partner in Chiemgau.

Our focus: The appreciation of our nature, traditional crafts and customs. 
These three pillars shape our corporate culture and motivate us to act sustainably, 

to preserve them and to integrate them meaningfully into our events and their organization.

About us



Bavarian fun All-round competition
Fun Biathlon
Archery
(E-)Bike tours around the Chiemsee and in the
Chiemgau Alps 
Oldtimer and hut building
Summer/winter curling
Forest bathing
Yoga/Qigong
Guided classic car tours
Guided hikes/carriage rides
Thematic hike e.g. on the traces of the ice age/
on the traces of the old peat diggers 
and much more

In Chiemgau, your event will be an unforgettable
experience in the midst of picturesque nature.

On land...
Highlight

Curling next to the
Hubertushütte at
“Das Achental” 



Raft building as a team event
Easy whitewater rafting
Dragon boat racing
Day and evening cruises on Lake
Chiemsee (optional with ship dinner and
visit to the islands) 
Sailing trip/introductory sailing course
Lake tours (SUP or exclusive electric boat
tours)
and much more

Lake Chiemsee and our local waters offer a
unique backdrop for communal experience
and team strengthening.

On water...
Highlight

Exclusive 
boat events on
Lake Chiemsee



Thematic alpine hikes

Mountain orientation and skill rally
with team outdoor stations
Snowshoe hiking
Exclusive hut evenings with Bavarian
live music and 3-course hut menu 
Balloon rides
and much more

Our Chiemgau Alps allow an intensive
nature experience in the midst of an
impressive landscape.

In the mountains...

Highlight

Exclusive hut
evenings in rustic

alpine huts

Experience the alpine world: life and work on
the alpine pasture in the change of the season
On the tracks of smugglers, poachers,
muleteers



Highlight

Local 
moor hikes

From tree, to board, to small furniture

Herb hike/herb workshop
Educational apiary
Moor hike - The moor and its role as
climate savior
Building an insect hotel
Corporate social responsibility events 
e.g. construction of a children's climbing
frame
and much more

The Chiemgau natural landscape invites us to
feel the specialness of the region and to
develop sustainable concepts.

Sustainable...

We cut down a tree in the forest, professionally cut
boards and you make your own small piece of
furniture in a carpentry



Highlight

Experience
traditional

craftsmanship 
live

Cheese course with own production
Visits to local handicraft businesses such
as hat makers, deer horn carvers, bag
makers, quill embroiderers, instrument
makers, distilleries, breweries
In-house Bavarian folk music
"Spritznheisl Musi”
Cocktail course at the Chiemsee 
Baking courses
and much more

Our attachment to the region gives us the
opportunity to pass on authentic experiences
from traditional crafts and customs. 

Regional...



Individual 
seminar concepts 
linked with teambuilding events

We plan individual seminar concepts
for you and combine them with a
suitable teambuilding activity. Through
a qualified network of seminar trainers
and coaches, we offer you high-quality
solutions for your workshop or training.



AusZeit Event GmbH
Elpertinger Str. 1

83209 Prien am Chiemsee
phone: +49 (0) 8051 6610 112

mail: info@auszeit-event.de

Contact

tel:004980516610112

